
Next Generation DCB Catheter —  
Adjustable, No-Shear, Evaginating DCB design 
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Bench Model #1: 25+ cm “vessel” with tortuous diffuse disease 

Bench Model #2: “Vessel” with hard subtotal occlusion 

1. Tip of catheter unable to 
cross occlusion 

2. Crossing balloon proximal 
to occlusion 

3. Crossing balloon in middle 
of occlusion 

4. Crossing balloon completely 
through occlusion 

5. Balloon fully deployed. New 
guidewire exchanged 

1. Initial position prior to 
balloon deployment 

Catheter tip positioned proximal to 
lesion  

2. Initial deployment of balloon 

Proximal vessel occlusion, ~ 0.5 cm 

3. Balloon deployed ~ 5 cm 

←----------------/ /----- 12 cm-------→ 

4. Balloon deployed ~ 12 cm 

←------------------/ /----- 26 cm----------→ 

5. Balloon deployed 26 cm 

Note how the 
balloon conforms to 
the vessel lumen 

Limitations of Drug-coated Balloons 
•  Loss of drug during transit 
•  Need for precise balloon-to-artery ratio 
-   Challenge with visual estimate 
-   How to size in tapered anatomy? 

•  Balloons have a fixed length and diameter 
-   Potential for geographic miss or Rx overlap 
-   Very expensive ! multiple catheters required 

 

Adjustable, No-Shear, Evaginating DCB Design  

•  Single balloon to treat continuous segment lengths from 
1-30+ cm 
-   Avoids geographic miss and drug overlap concerns 
-   Economic benefits 

•  Single balloon adapts to vessel diameter and treats 
multiple diameters 
-   Avoids balloon/artery sizing concerns: tapered 

vessels, complex lesions; ideal balloon/drug contact 
•  No shear force during balloon placement and 

deployment 
-  Balloon/drug protected during catheter advancement; 

no drug loss, more time to get to lesion 
-  Balloon unrolls through lesion, and expands radially; 

no drug loss, no vascular shear injury 
•  Proximal vessel occlusion prior to drug delivery 
•  Very low pressure atraumatic balloon drug delivery 
-  Lower risk of dissection and vascular injury 

•  Alternative high-pressure balloon design for crossing 
tight lesions and total occlusions (See Bench Model #2) 

 

A new balloon catheter platform, incorporating an 
adjustable, no-shear, evaginating design, offers a 
promising solution to the limitations of current drug eluting/
coated devices, as well as a unique way to cross tight and 
occluded vessels. 


